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Office Furniture
Office Chairs
Furniture for Schools,
Colleges & Universities
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Furniture
Student Accommodation
Furniture
Creative Agile Work
Spaces
Bespoke Furniture
Space Planning & Design
2D & 3D Drawings
Office Relocation
Packages
Re-Upholstering Services
Professional UK Wide
Installation Service

2D & 3D CAD Examples
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Sirius Desking

Sirius Cantilever Desking.
A high quality cost
effective desking
solution. Incorporating
a cantilever leg design
with optional cable
management. The range
also includes a complete
selection of standard
desk shapes and sizes.

Available Desk Shapes

Qudos Desking

Qudos Cable Managed Desking.
Incorporates a fully cable managed cantilever leg design and has a
wide range of desking shapes from 1200 segments to hot desks.

Available Desk Shapes

Pure & Pure Bench

Pure Desking is a modern take on
affordable desking. The individual
desks offer the bench impression
without restrictions. Pure Storage is
also available with handle less fascias
to create a smooth stylish finish.
Pure Bench has all the characteristics
of a modern bench system. Leg
sharing capabilities, extension frames,
cable management and frame
mounted screens. A competitive
option for bench desking.

Pure Bench

Available Pure Desk Shapes

Veta Bench

Veta Bench is also a cost effective benching system. Available in 700mm &
800mm deep desking sizes.

Veta also has the option of single desks to
complement the bench range.

iBench
Hoop Leg

‘A’ Frame

iBench is idea for the modern open plan office. With the ability to share components, iBench allows for continuous,
cable managed desking configurations. The choice of 3 leg styles adds variation and style

The addition of the boardroom tables in each of the 3 leg designs provides a
constant theme throughout the building.
iBench also offers individual desks and has a range of storage to complement.

Available Desk Shapes

Goal Post

Sit Stand Desking
Freedom
Freedom offers the complete height
adjustable bench system solution.
With 3 adjustment options and 2 fixed
height options you can configure
your bench arrangement to suit
your requirements without changing
the aesthetic look. Frame mounted
screens offer added privacy.

Freedom Lite
Freedom Lite is a more cost effective
option of Sit/Stand electric desking. A
choice of desk shapes and sizes are
available to suit your requirements.

Available Desk Shapes
for Freedom Lite

Executive

Boardroom & Conferencing

Executive is a luxury desk range without
the luxury price tag, the two toned
option in an extensive choice of board
colour creates a unique and modern
design.
Executive is available as a radial or a
straight desk.

Conference Tables
Tilt Top

Folding Leg

Stacking Leg

Modular Receptions

Receptiv is a completely modular range of receptions and reception
furniture. With endless configurations and additions of cupboards, top
boxes and shelves. There’s an option to fit any working area.

Disables access base units are an important addition to your office reception and can be
configured into your desired reception layout, whether curved or straight.

Mix and match board colours to create fresh and
modern reception combinations.

Break Out Furniture

Escape Benches are a versatile range of breakout furniture. From
Panel End dining heights to Hoop Leg poseur heights there is a wide
range of sizes to choose from to suit your breakout area.
Seat pads are an optional extra for Escape Bench seating. The range
is enhanced by the extensive choice of board colours and adds
extra depth to your interior.

As well Escape Bench we have bistro style tables and seating
and a full range of soft seating.
The Form seating range is a modular soft seating range allowing
you to create flowing shapes to suit your break out space.
Included in form is also the high back booths and seating for
when a little extra privacy is needed for informal meetings.

Task Seating

Break Out Seating

To complete your office space we also offer a full range of task seating that is supportive and comfortable.
Some ranges also have conference chairs to match.

Five
Time

Rascal

Eco

Twist

Deca

Go

Flux

Flexi

Relax

In addition to the Form booths and sofas we offer a
whole other range of breakout seating from poseur
bistro style chairs to individual upholstered chairs.

Lyra

Aktiv

Flexi Club
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